"WATERMELON CRAWL"

CASSINGLE: "Watermelon Crawl" by Tracy Byrd, MCACS 54889

CHOREO: Kelli McChesney

INTRO: Wait (16) beats / Start with LEFT foot

PART A (38 BEATS):

(2) "GRAPEVINES" --- STEP  STEP(IB)  STEP  TCH
          L   R   L   R

(2) "BASICS" --- DS  RS
          L   RL

(1) "TWO DS BASKETBALL" --- DS  DS  STEP(IF)  PIVOT(½ right)
          L   R   L   BOTH

(1) "FANCY DOUBLE" --- DS  DS  RS  RS
          L   R   LR  LR

(1) "TWO DS" --- DS  DS
          L   R

REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS TO FACE FRONT

FANCY DOUBLE

REPEAT PART A

CHORUS (32 BEATS):

(1) "TRIPLE KICK, TRIPLE" --- DS  DS  DS  KICK  DS  DS  DS  RS
          L   R   L   R   R   L   R   LR

(2) "STEP TOUCH" --- STEP  TCH  (turn ½ left)
          L   R

(1) "DOUBLE BASIC KICK" --- DS  DS  RS  KICK
          L   R   LR  L

REPEAT TRIPLE KICK AND STEP TOUCH TO FACE FRONT

"WATERMELON CRAWL" --- STEP  STEP  STEP  STEP
          L   R   L   R

BRIDGE I (16 BEATS):

(1) "PUSH OFF" --- DS  RS  RS  RS
          L   RL  RL  RL

(1) "FANCY DOUBLE"

REPEAT ABOVE (8) BEATS USING OPPOSITE FOOTWORK

BRIDGE II (8 BEATS):

(2) "PUSH OFFS"
"WATERMELON CRAWL" (CONT'D)

PART B (38 BEATS):

(1) "CLOGOVER VINE" --- DS DS(IF) DS DS(IB) DS DS(IF) DS RS
L R L R L R L R RL

(4) "KICKS" --- DS KICK (turn ¼ right on each)
(alternate feet) R L

(1) REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS USING OPPOSITE FOOTWORK -- TURN LEFT ON THE KICKS

(1) "FANCY DOUBLE"

(1) "TWO DS"

(1) REPEAT PART A
(2) REPEAT CHORUS
(1) REPEAT BRIDGE II

ENDING (1 BEAT):

(1) "DS"


ABBREVIATIONS:

TCH -- touch
IB -- cross in back
DS -- double step
IF -- cross in front
RS -- rock step

Kelli McChesney
danceaddict@windstream.net
http://www.afn.org/~kelli/
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